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Abstract: The morphological survey of the historical fabric in Iran shows that fabric integrity has been one of
the most significant characteristics. This integrity resulted in the continuity of travelling paths especially for
the pedestrians. The street layout in the new era caused the urban fabric to disintegrate and the pedestrians’
movement to interrupt. This is accompanied by the fact that the arrangement systems of uses are remained
intact. Currently, pedestrian associating ancient city layout confronts an interrupted anatomy which forces him
to violate the law and use the realm of street. This violation increases the conflict between car users and
pedestrians leading to damage and injury. One of the cities suffering from this issue is Hamedan. Most of the
tourist attractions such as Babataher, Bu-Ali tomb and Imamzadeh Abdullah tomb are located in the middle of
the city and have increased the conflict of movement. This paper aims at investigating the factors influencing
the increase of conflict between pedestrians and car users such as the velocity of pedestrians’ movement, the
distance ahead; vision angle and diffraction form the path while passing across the street through survey
study. It analyses two factors of vision angle and diffraction from path through recording behavioral maps of
pedestrians in some major causes in Hamedan city. The results show that the closer the vision angle between
target and source (dependent uses) to diffraction angle from movement path of pedestrian, the greater the
conflict between the pedestrian and the car user, as the pedestrian explores for a path to reduce the distance
regardless of car users’ realm. Finally, there are suggestions to reduce the intervention of these factors in
conflict between pedestrian and car user.
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INTRODUCTION although physical plan can affect the displacement of

Most of urban management experts believe that life involved such as social and economic problems and
in  the  cities  is  more independent on pedestrians than individual life style. Also, the spread of pedestrian -
car users [1]. In addition, the commutation must be oriented cities plays an important role in increasing
accompanied by safety, so that people are encouraged to pedestrian’s activity [2]. As most of the concept of street
do walking. Today, looking at the pedestrian’s behavior life is hidden in people’s walking, according to Jane
in Iranian cities, have been seen an obvious conflict Jacobs. In Jacobs’s view crowded sidewalks provide
between pedestrians and car users to the extent that it is potential realms of social interrelationships which signify
becoming a sign of Iranian cities. Both pedestrians and the city centers [3]. The vitality of city entails the humans’
car users look at urban land uses with different mental presence and the civil life of this part of the city is
images.  What  has  brought about this problem is the dependent on the continuous movement of pedestrians.
urban planning of the previous decades in these cities. Also, Rapaport regards the movement and behavior of
The ancient Iranian cities provided more accessibility to pedestrians influenced by two physical and sociocultural
the target for pedestrians based on integrity in fabric and parameters [4]. Now, this question arises “what is the
parts of the city. The new development plans led to a type reason of conflict between car users and pedestrians in
of intervention ends up to conflict. On the other hand Iranian cities?” “What are its roots?” and “how can it be

people in the environment, there are some other factors
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reduced?” To answer these questions and investigate the social and cultural in fractures [9]. It follows that an
pedestrians’ behavioral patterns, were carried out an individual having been in contact with the continuous
experimental and field research. First, the literature of passages between different uses confronts a spatial
pedestrians’ behavior while passing the street was discontinuity resulting from street planning in modern
reviewed to recognize the possible variables of justifying cities and sets out to violate the riders’ realm
their behavior. Then, some cases of urban spaces in unconsciously.
Hamedan to which there is not paid any attention in
planning and designing. To do this, the maps of Factors Influencing Pedestrian’s Behavior: When a
pedestrians’ behavior and the riders’ who used these pedestrian chooses a path among different options, there
spaces were compared. In the next stage, were tried to arise specific theories and models to describe the selected
specify the correlation relationships of these variables item. It is expected that pedestrians examine the costs
with pedestrians’ decision making to find their movement imposed for their choice before making decision. If have
path by statistical analyses. been considered the pedestrian’s behavior as a rational

Theoretical Background: In general, car–oriented or limitations  influence  decisions  of  choosing  path [10].
human–oriented views and car less zone or places closed One of the factors influencing the pedestrians’ decision
for motor vehicles have found exponents in most modern is the car velocity in streets. Based on the reports
cities. Certainly none of these views can be implemented published by WHO, the pedestrians who have accident
absolutely, but the thought of horizontal and vertical with cars moving at 30km/h or less are likely to survive
separation of pedestrian from rider [5], to satisfy the 90%, but for the velocity of 50 km/h they are likely to die
pedestrian has resulted in some carless zones in some 8 times as high as before [11]. It is evident the risk of
regions, showing the respect for neglected rights of the pedestrian’s violating the rider’s realm increases when the
pedestrian in the cities [6]. It is evident that the car velocity is low. A pedestrian depicts a general map
pedestrians’ rights must be paid attention to in social, from source destination and paths of arriving at
cultural and historical grounds. To do this, there is destination which are computable on a chess map with
presented a brief comparison between ancient Iranian suitable scale. Focusing on the path depicted in the
cities with feasible access to major uses with problematic pedestrian’s mind, the pedestrian moves to close the
cities of today. destination. This process takes place in such a way that

The Continuity of Old Passages and Discontinuity of destination, as it has lower costs [12]. This behavior is
Todays’ Urban Network: It can be said that the exacerbated when located in the pedestrian’s mind
commutation paths have been shaped in parallel with the justifies his behavior which is based on path finding by
city growth and considered to be the most important of possible in presenting urban design, have been witnessed
transportation paths in the fabric. The paths have been the conflict between rider and pedestrian riders.
based on humans scale. Their dimensions were based on
pedestrians’ motion and then on animals and wheeled Recognizing Hamedan: In 1927, Hamedan urban design
vehicles. Different parts of the quarter or neighborhood project was provided by Karl fredrisch, German urban
were connected by walking paths and extended to the architect, which resulted in brutal destruction of old
parts possible to walking [7]. Therefore, traditional paths fabric. The main point of the project was construction of
helped the fabric integrity directly and transferred the a square (150 m in diameter) in the city center, now named
citizens among the uses without any barrier. Against Imam Khomeini. Unfortunately, this project didn’t pay
fabric integrity and urban passages, the today’s city attention to highly valued buildings and the streets cut
appearance have confronted with interruptions from across the fabric and removed the organic order in the
urban designs [8]. In the recent century, due to the city. Bazar fabric was weakened and jame-mosque located
growth of modernism and attention to performance in in the heart of the city as a religious-social center, became
Iranian cities have been witnessed frequent discontinuity its importance and was left in the magin of a street.
in physical appearance of the cities. This approach known Meanwhile, some of Bazar quarters were destroyed and
as Bulldozer urbanization pays more attention to cars the  career  holders  were transferred to other parts [13].
movement in the city. In fact, in this approach, the decay One of the disadvantages of this project was that the
of some parts of the city is interpreted through decay of ancient hill of Hegmataneh was in the heart of transport a

decision – maker influenced by imposed costs physical

he tries to choose the shortest path to reach the
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Fig. 1: Hamedan Map (Google earth, 2012)

path and was damaged greatly. In 1331 the first design
plan was presented in which there were only squares and
main streets without any sign of rings. In 1335 the squares
were shaped and the streets were fored in direct path.
Other streets were added later which increased
marginalization [14]. The confrontation of citizens with
riders, in fact, started from Karl feredrischplan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fig. 3: Behavioural map of pedestrian in Hamedan Great

Confronting rate of pedestrians was obtained the square
with  riders  through  behavioral  maps  of  pedestrians in
3 cases in Hamedan based on diverting factor from
movement path between uses and investigate the role of
each design in confronting rate analytically and
inferentially. Angle A is the angle between two uses with
the same angle between source and destination of
pedestrian. Angels B1, B2. Bn are diverting angles of
pedestrian from the path. The loser these angles are to
angle A, the greater the confrontation between rider and
pedestrian [4].

Statistical Sample and Analysis of Findings: Pedestrian’s
behavior were analyzed the in 3 cases in Hamedan and
tried choose these three cases to be different in terms of
construction history, physical type and the users so that Fig. 4: Dispersed pedestrian crossing in Hamedan Imam
there are involved other factors in analysis. These three (great) Square. (Authors, 2012)
cases are central square of Hamedan, Bu-Ali square and
Jihad square. As it is obvious from the information obtained from

Central Square of Hamedan: This square is the square shows that the availability of use in the middle of
intersection of all main streets of Hamedan and is the most square  and  the  closeness  of  its surrounding have
troublesome points due to different uses and being the cussed the pedestrian to tend less to enter rider’s realm.
onset and end point of public transportation system. This shows that the pedestrian seeks for reducing the
pedestrian’s behavior was analyzed the through recording distance and time of passing and hence more profit. Angle
behavioral map from 10 pedestrians. that have been seen was more than that in Imam square.

Fig. 2: Analysis Pedestrian Movement 

behavioral maps, the difference rate between in this
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Table 1: Data that was surveyed from pedestrian movement
Pedestrian Deviation angl betwwen start poin and destination Gender Age
1 8 F 28
2 5 M 31
3 3 M 52
4 12 F 24
5 10 M 12
6 6 M 47
7 15 F 17
8 12 F 25
9 18 F 14
10
Average deviation: 9.6 7 M 45

Table 2: Data that was surveyed from pedestrian movement in Hamedan Avecina square. (Authors, 2012)
Pedestrian Deviation angl betwwen start poin and destination Gender Age
1 32 F 28
2 13 M 31
3 20 F 52
4 15 F 24
5 12 M 12
6 10 M 47
7 23 F 17
8 19 M 25
9 35 F 34
10 17 M 22

Table 3: Data that was surveyed from pedestrian movement in Hamedan Jihad square. (Authors, 2012)
Pedestrian Deviation angl betwwen start poin and destination Gender Age
1 15 F 20
2 12 M 15
3 75 M 42
4 60 F 47
5 32 M 30
6 8 M 25
7 14 F 18
8 19 M 25
9 38 F 14
10 9 M 45

Fig. 5: Dispersed pedestrian crossing in Hamedan Fig. 6: Behavioural map of pedestrian in Hamedan Great
Avecina square. (Authors, 2012) square
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Fig. 7: Dispersed pedestrian crossing in Hamedan Jihad
square. (Authors, 2012)

Fig. 8: Behavioural map of pedestrian in Hamedan Jihad
square

Buali Square (Avecina Manoument): There are a lot of
official and trade usages around this square. As Bu-Ali
Tomb is located in the center of square, it has helped the
pedestrians to have less tendency to violate riders’ realm
to pass the middle island. This shows that pedestrians
seek for less distance and more benefit, so at this location,
more angle were observed rather than Imam square.

Jihad Square: In contrast with two other squares, this
square is located in the new fabric of city. Regarding the
behavioral maps, despite lack of use in the center of
square, the pedestrians rarely pass the middle island and
hardly enter the rider’s realm. This seems to be due to the
fact new construction of this square and lack of
discontinuity of square having changed the mental image
shaped from this square by pedestrians which can justify
the increase in the difference of recorded angles. Also,
another reason of these changes can be the difference in
the people’s class who use this square compared with
those who use the other two squares.

CONCLUSION

Pedestrians’ behavior have been tried to analyze the
through investigating pedestrian’s movement and its
relationship with integrated city of the past and
disintegrated city of today in this paper. It was known
that pedestrians base the movement continuity in their
behavior regarding their mental image from the
yesterday’s integrated city while paying less attention to
the barriers ahead such as rider's realm. In fact, it’s
obvious that path navigation in pedestrian movement was
influenced from their subjective image. This results in
collision of pedestrian and riders. Other factors such as
car velocity, age and sex of pedestrians are involved in
violation of riders’ realm. Another point which
pedestrians pay attention to is more profit since they
choose their path based on the shortest path and least
time. Therefore it is necessary to regard the movement
continuity of pedestrian when the urban uses and
comprehensive design of sidewalks will be planed.
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